**Product:** Tanita Family Body Fat Monitor/Scales  
**Model:** BF-662  
**Widget:** Buttons for starting the machine and saved settings  
**Problem:** Starting and preset button is very ambiguous and the machine won’t start if person that pressed the button does not match the pre setting.  
**User Interaction:** Press one of the buttons then it will start according to its presets.  
**Related Widgets:**  
1. Power button on computer  
2. Power button on trailer machines  
3. CD player button  

**Description:**  
When a person gets on the machine, machine does not start unless the person pushes one of the buttons. However there’s no indication whatsoever that that is how one starts the machine. So I created simpler way to use the machine which will start with on/off button. Person would press on/off button which will indicate them to select pre settings 1, 2, 3 or guest if your setting is non of the above. I also made it easier for people to program their weight by adding a menu button and use up and down button to get to one’s measurement. To put the buttons on the top rather than on the button I made the circled area little bit larger than the previous model.